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43)

PISTHOGRAPHIC fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, found in
a wall of house 638/9, west of the Church of the Holy Apostles (N 10) on
January 9, 1935.
Height, 0.214 m.; width, 0.262 m.; thickness, 0.115 m.
O

Height of letters, 0.005 m.
Inv. No. I 3183.
The fragment joins I.G., 12, 1554 above and 1557 below. Four other fragments
belong to the stele. Koehler assigned 1556 and 1558 to the same stele as 1557, and
1556 in fact joins 1557 above. Kirchner assigned the one-sided fragment 1555 to
1554, and this is certainly correct. Lastly, 1559, identical with the other fragments in
all respects, must also be added.1
The four joining fragments, 1554, the new fragment, 1557 and 1556, preserve
both margins and give the width of the stele, 0.744 m. Face A has five columns, the
first four with stoichedon lines of 16 letters, the fifth of 17 letters, all in the same
hand. Face B has three non-stoichedon columns in a slovenly hand with many misspellings,2 and about three-sevenths of the face remains uninscribed to the right.
Though there is no trace of a physical top or bottom, the fragments also limit the
extent of the catalogue of names. There was probably a prescript above the catalogue
as in I.G., 112, 1575 and 1578, but there is a clear uninscribed space at the top of
1556 which fixes the top of the catalogue on Face A. The bottom is fixed by another
uninscribed space under Column II of 1554.
Into this framework the other fragments can be fitted. IG., I12, 1558 has a
right margin on Face A. Though it makes no join, when placed as high as it can go in
Columns IV-V, the uninscribed space beneath it corresponds exactly to the space
under 1554, and its true position can hardly be much, if at all, lower. The horizontal
position of 1559 is fixed by its columniation, and its precise vertical position is also
certain, for there is only one place in which its text in Column IV does not clash with
the text of 1556 and 1557; confirmation is added by its continuation of the line of
1 My thanks are due to B. D. Meritt for entrusting the publication of this fragment to me, to the
Managing Committee of the British School at Athens for allowing me to publish here work done as
a student of the School, and to Eva T. H. Brann for the drawings.
2I hope to discuss elsewhere the evidence for fourth-century script and pronunciation provided
by this near-illiterate.
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fracture of 1556. I.G., 12, 1555, which has parts of two columns, can be eliminated
from Columns III-IV and IV-V, where there is no room for it, and from Columns
II-III, where the intercolumniation is a shade wider. Its vertical place in Columns
I-II is uncertain, and I have assigned it an arbitrary one, based on a possible continuous line of fracture with the new fragment.
I have judged it best to give here a complete new text as the readings of the old
fragments can be slightly improved and the Editio Minor restores fragments of
Face A, Column IV, with 17 letters to the line instead of 16.
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COMMENTARY
The following commentary does not profess to be complete. I shall not repeat
expansions of abbreviated professions given in the Editio Minor which seem to be
correct, and I shall only repeat prosopographical information given there, if it is
relevant to the establishment of the date of the inscription. I have not commented
on some minor alterations of marginal letters.
FACE A.

Line 77: For possible expansions of ]3aEov, see M. N. Tod, Epigraphica, XII,
1950, p. 12, who suggests [Kava],8Eov(py6s)

(Cf. I.G., III, 3, Appendix, 87a, line 7).

Both this and Preuner's [xEpvt],IEGv(pyos) suggest an extraordinary degree of
specialization for this man. II[EvTEXcrOv] should be abandoned, since its deme-status
is doubtful. II[aXX-qv-"itv]and II[Epyao(jo-wv] are possible (Cf. A. Diller, Race
Mixture among the Greeks before Alexander, 1937, p. 177).
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Line 95: [JDpEap]
p must be abandoned since the letter before the. rho is almost
certainly gamma. Olympiodorosof Agryle is unknown.
Line 110: Kephisios was bouleutes in 334/3 (I.G., IJ2, 1750, line 48). An
ephebe of the same name in the archonship of Nikias Otryneus, 266/5 3 (I.G., 112,
665, line 64), will be a grandson if Kephisios was a young bouleutes, a great-greatgrandson if he was an elderly one. The stemma at P.A. 8295 is based on an earlier
date for Nikias Otryneus.
Line 115: The iota is clear. Possibilities include [ OEoyv]&v,[Ev'IroX]tv,
[16uroX]3v.
I have not yet found any such name in conjunction with IIoXVEVKTO9.
Lines 132-133: This is a new reading and confirms Tod's suggested parallel,
P.A. 3632, who may well be the same man.
Line 140: I have shown elsewhere (B.S.A., L, 1955, pp. 27-34) that I.G., 112,
2409 is part of I.G., 12, 1924, and that the Xaipuniroa'AXatEv1of that text (line 15),
almost certainly the same man as this Chairippos, was born in 389/8. For a commentary on the type of transaction recorded in these lines, see M. I. Finley, Land and
Credit in Ancient Athens, pp. 104-105, whose explanation seems unquestionably
correct.
Line 150: The restoration is Tod's from I.G., 112, 1563, line 11, and is unquestionably correct. It may be noticed that all the four slaves of this Acharnian live in
who also has three slaves
Peiraeus. I take it that this man is a son of Biwv'AXapVEv%,
living in Peiraeus (I.G., 112, 1576 lines 57-64), since I will later show reason to
believe that that text is earlier than this.
H4 seenmclear, but no explanation of them has
Lines 185-186: The letters iTTA
yet occurred to me. Unless the owner's name was given without patronymic, which is
not 'impossible,he will have to be taken as a metic and the restoration in the text
accepted.
Lines 189-193: I have abandoned Kirchner's A,u[oKpar-l]in line 190 as too
hypothetical, since the known AqoicpKra)1 (pEapptog (P.A. 3539) is not of this period.

The only one of these namesknown for this periodis the father, A utwvIpEapptos,
mentioned as a living trierarch in 323 or 322 (I.G., II2, 1632, line 248), if we may
make the identificationfromnname and demotic only.
Line 207: The restoration is fronmI.G., 112, 7528.
Line 219: A son of this man was an ephebe in 333/2 (Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 63,
no. 8, Col. II, lines 33-34). The birth-date of Thrasymedes himself is unlikely to fall
much, if at all, after 380.
Line 249: Lolling's reading ['A]yvcvw[8]l7vgives the correct name, and this
must be the same as P.A. 175, the lampadephorosof I.G., 112, 3105, line 45, of which
3 Hellenistic archon-dates in this article are taken from W. B. Dinsmoor, Hesperia, XXIII,
1954, pp. 312-316, as modified by B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, pp. 94-97.
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the date seems to be roughly 350-340. Tod's [Ka]t Jc'o[Tr]paro(v) is clearly unsatisfactory, and surprising as my reading and restoration may appear, they are confirmed
by I.G., JJ2, 6436, now restored by Peek, Attische Grabschriften, I, p. 12 (Abh.
Deutsch. Akad., Ki. fir Sprachen, Literatur u. Kunst, 1953, no. 4) as lleLto-rr[parof]
llwFroK [XE'ovq] K- [frttiEv].

Line 253: This Kallias is unknown, but the possibility must not be overlooked
that he is related to the Periclean general of the same name and patronymic, who is of
unknown deme (Thucydides, I, 61, 1). I hope to discuss this subject elsewhere.
for Kirchner's A&oyeLines 334-335: Two extra letters necessitate &toyE'v[yLv]
[irova], and reduce the possibilities for the deme without producing an identification.
ALOyEvv'lEptKEEVs (P.A. 3822) is far removed in time.
Lines 380, 384: For lKa/3co for 1Ka/4t3cvt8&6v,cf. the examples in MeisterhansSchwyzer, p. 84, note 718.
(pyo6). 'H4at is the
Line 392: Cf. I.G., 12, 1566, line 22, for the spelling of yEt&co
I.G.,
IP2 1570, line 82.
and
lines
107,
13,
B,
in
cf.
Face
these
documents;
usual form
Line 394: The only way I can yet see of resolving this line is to suppose 'H [pL]Uoo, a Chian name (British Museum Catalogue of Coins, Ionia, p. 331, no. 34),
precededby an abbreviatedaccusative, perhaps ending in 8p(ov). I print what I see.
Lines 398-400: Kirchner's readings and spacing require considerable correction
Mv]pp(tovost), cf. I.G., 12, 1751, line 29,
here. For [. . .6. . ]8ng 'A[p]t[o-6p[xov
aAtO-XvXtL8'&
'Apu-rapXov Mvpptvo1'Oto9, perhaps a brother. In rPpyaOo(v) 1cp [or-Tp]
rov Kv&atO(vaLev1), Ico [-w--rp] 6rov seems an inevitable restoration. For rPpyagos I
have no explanation. It can hardly be a by-form of r6pyat0oo (for which see Bechtel,
Historische Personennamen,p. 24), but it may be a mistake for r6pyvOos,known from
Kydathenaionin this period (I.G., I12, 2370, line 5, where I have checkedthe reading),
on which see Bechtel, op. cit., p. 112.
Lines 404-409: The division of the first two lines must be name, patronymic,
name, patronymic, demotic; and Philon's son is presumably also from Iphistiadai.
I have printed oXoin line 405, but [Eva]GXo is obviously a possibility. If one adopts
the obvious restoration of lines 406-7, [KnotN-6]8&opo(v)MEt8[ov 'Avayv (p6cnov)]
(P.A. 8362), no satisfactory arrangement can be arrived at, for the letters of line 407
seem to represent a demotic followed by the beginning of a name. However, the most
likely reading for the demotic, O1v<a>N(ov)is not altogether satisfactory, for the
known compoundsin ME8- are all at least one letter too short. I would not therefore
rule out the possibility of ['Ep]ot<a6>8<q>. Readings are very difficult at this point.
possibly rightly, but I do not see the mu.
In line 408 Kirchner read ['A]VEaWiov,
first
is
Andron's
This
429:
personal appearance, although his son has
Line
long been known from I.G., II2, 1753, line 14, and what is presumably his father
appears in I.G., II2, 1740, line 42. The family presents intractable dating problems
which I have discussed elsewhere (B.S.A., L, 1955, p. 20).
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Line 431: Timonax, the name of Kallippides' father, appears here for the first
KaXtWirl8ovlIataluvtE1(P.A. 9713) is presumablysomerelation,
timein Attica. ME'8&v
possibly an uncle.
Line 433: Tyren is presumably an Etruscan, with an ethnic as name. I have
found no parallel for the single rho in Attic. Althouglhavi'Xorot(o6)has good literary
authority, it makes its first epigraphical appearance in Attica here; it should perhaps
be considered as an alternative for d[pl]o((iotou) in Miss Hereward's new fragments
of I.G., 12, 10 (B.S.A., XLVII, 1952, p. 109, line 82).
[oVs is of course the most likely restoration, but not the
Line 446: [Ei']S VKXEA
only possible one.
Line 454: I know of no name ending in -apvmq. Lolling read ]3 V.
Line 462: I have suggested elsewhere (B.S.A., L, 1955, p. 30) that Xapivos
Xapwvctwov(P.A. 15440) is a brother and that EvPVrL,E should be restored in I.G.,
II2 1642, line 36, and 2829, line 2, but neither of these inscriptions helps a close dating.
Line 466: Pherekleides appears as strategos in 'ApX.'E+., 1918, p. 76, and in
J.G., II2, 2968. The first inscription is probably of 324/3. The point has been much
disputed but the date cannot be wrong by more than a year or two.
(llatavtEv'g),
Line 487: If he is to be identified with [A],&uotXoq -j4[prytanis in 348/7 (I.G., 12, 1748, line 20), as by Kirchner, Demophilos was not born
after 378/7, but I am not sure that Arn4E'ov] should not be the restoration there (cf.
P.A., 3686).
had been trierarch on
Line 507: Their father eE68wopogEvi8n,8ov MEXLTEV'.
Kephisophon's expedition to Skiathos (I.G., IP, 1623, lines 35 ff. and 1629, lines
484 ff.), which is generally placed around 340 (see Kirchner, ad loc.). Between that
time and the date of I.G., II2, 1623, which is between 334/3 and 331/0 inclusive
(Kirchner, ad loc.), he had died, and the debt arising from the trierarchy was paid by
his son Theodoros as his heir, acting alone, in that year (I.G., II , 1623, lines 50-59).
Here, on the other hand, his two sons, Athenodoros and Theodoros, join to free a
family slave. This is a crucial passage for the dating of the stele. I take it as certain
that the father is dead and that the stele is therefore later than Kephisophon's
expedition to Skiathos ca. 340. I think it very probable that the evidence of the payment of the trierarchic debt is relevant; that is, it seems unlikely that there can have
been any partial division of the estate which would have had the effect that the liability
for the father's trierarchic debt fell on Theodoros alone. This leaves'two possibilities:
(a) that this passage is earlier than I.G., II2, 1623, lines 50-59, that Theodoros and
Athenodoros succeededto the estate, freed this slave, and that Athenodoros afterwards
died, leaving the responsibility for the trierarchic debt to Theodoros alone; this face of
the stele would then be not later than 331; (b) that this passage is later than the
trierarchic passage, that, when the father died, Athenodoros was a minor, that Theodoros paid the trierarchic debt on behalf of the estate, and that they could not or
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did not free the slave until Athenodoros was of age; the stele could then not be
earlier than 333.
Line 512: The only reason I can see why this might not be the famous Chairephilos (P.A. 15187), but the otherwise unknown grandson whom Kirchner has
posited, is that a new citizen perhaps ought not to have a patronymic. What the
fourth-century theory or practice on this point was it seems impossible to say. I
cannot point to any case where someone who is definitely a first-generation citizen is
given a patronymic (I.G., JJ2, 1496, line 32, [Xap8iuo3 IN]Xoeevov'AXapvsE1 is the
-closest,but the restoration is not certain), but I do not think that we can say that this
social distinction was necessarily made. When we come to the question of when the
family got its citizenship, we are in no better case. It was indeed certainly before 323
(Deinarchos, I, 43; I.G., 12, 1631, line 622), but Schaefer's theory that it was during
the famine of 330-326 (Demnosthenesund seine Zeit, II2, p. 296) is quite unverifiable.
I.G., II2, 417, where Chairephilos' son Pamphilos appears as a citizen, is of no help,
since I see no way of dating it closer than between 340 and 320, and the comic
references also stand in need of dating from the citizenship. Webster (Cl. Quart.
N.S., II, 1952, p. 20) accepts the C.I.A. dating of I.G., II2, 417 to 338-330, and uses
it somehow to show that the Epidauros of Alexis (Athenaeus, 119F) belongs to the
'thirties. I do not follow his argument, nor do I understand how he can go on to date
the Sorakoi in the 'forties, because another son, Pheidippos, is there called a {evog.
A mere decree of naturalization is hardly enough to stop a comic poet of any period
calling a foreigner a {evos. All we can safely say is that, if this Chairephilos is a
grandson of the first, the date of the stele can hardly be earlier than 320, and is
probably rather later.
Line 520: This is a new reading, replacing'ApXE8[,q]pov<v>.
Line 524: Note EvtOv1aXog
Ev'[0]fir7rov75vTrerai(v who proposes a decree in the
archonship of Glaukippos (273/2), perhaps a grandson.
Line 548: He is one of the original names on his gravestone (I.G., 12, 6437),
which seems to have been made before Demetrios of Phaleron's sumptuary reforms.
Line 557: A man of the same name, patronymic, and deme is prytanis in 367/6
(Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 233, no. 43, line 7), and was therefore born in 397 at the
latest. He may be the same, but is more probably a grandfather. A relation, possibly
a grandson, 'E1flKpaT'rS-'Av3pOKXEOVS EVCOVV,EVSis prytanis in the archonship of
Euboulos (256/5; Dow, Prytaneis, no. 9, line 33).
Line 565: See P.A. 14609 for evidence showing prominence in the 'thirties and
'twenties.
Line 567: The evidence for Theophrastos from the navy-lists (I.G., 12, 1629,
line 7; 1631, line 642) belongs to the 'twenties, but his father seems to be dead before
[Demosthenes], XL, 347, where his evidence would have been useful. I do not
understand I.G., II', 4332, which has never been republished. Its lettering looks a
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great deal later than our period, and it may belong to a descendant,but it is poor work
for any period.
FACE B

Lines 2-3 and 5: Letters underlined are now not on stone.
Line 19: There only appears to be room for one letter: 7=a8[. v.
Lines 30-65: Readings in these lines are difficult in the extreme, and should be
treated with caution.
Line 34: For [- -]paxoa KaXXq.aLXov
cf. Dow, Prytaneis, no. 28,
MapaOw'vtog
line 50.
Line 53: Presumably for DtAXorpar[-- -].
Lines 61, 63: ['I]arpoKX"I or [H]arpoKXif. For an 'Avn0a'v-qb
llarpoKXAovs of
the first half of the century, see the tabella defixionis, Jahreshefte, VII, 1904, p. 121.
Line 62: If my reading is right (Kirchner prints raXacr),TraIT(&8v4acr')e [vj
is perhaps the least improbableexpansion.
Line 91: An hapax legomnenontlnxurRrpiawith extraordinary spelling is not encouraging, but I see no other way of interpreting the line, and the woman must have
specialized in the tending of horses. This is, as far as I know, the only example of 1JrO
in Attica; cf. Aacqraw-ayE(Ao(I.G., XII, 7, 141; Amorgos), X6poirg (I.G., XII, 9,
56, 435; Styra) and I.G., XII, 9, 1273-1274, III, line 3 of Eretria, all much earlier.

Line98: EarliereditionshavereadEK TrV

Epy EVL $OVV OLK;

this has beenexpanded

variously (cf. Tod, Epigraphica, XII, 1950, pp. 12-13), but all have taken him to be
a miner, " the only one released from this the hardest and cruellest of ancient industries " (Gomme, Population of Athens, p. 42, note 6). There is, however, room for
only one letter before vv and it looks very like a kappa. I expand EK rc'v Epy(atop'vwv)
eirt Kvv(ouaapyEit)
otK(oivTa) with E'1T1
Kvvo-apapyE referring forwards and backwards,
and take him to be a building-worker,engaged in operations similar to those contracted
for in I.G., 112, 1665. For the shortness of the distance between the Kynosarges and
Alopeke, his master's deme of residence, cf. Herodotos, V, 63, 4.
Line 106: For a much later man of the same name and deme, see Inscriptions de
Delos, 1926, line 6.
Line 109: For a minor fighting a legal action by a KVpt0,; cf. Demosthenes,
XLIII, 15. Kleoxenos and Ktesonides are certainly of the same deme, although we
cannot judge their relationship. For the formula, cf. Hesperta, Suppl. IX, no. 12.
Line 112: Menites of Kydathenaion appears on I.G., 12, 2409, line 40, and was
therefore born in 389/8. See note on Face A, line 140.
elsewhere, but it is a straightforward
Line 207: I have not come across 'AXvptctv
for
and
a
name
a
farmer.
formation,
good

Line 209: Probably[Xa'p

T1r]ov as in Face A,

line 140.
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is a new profession in these texts. The definition in
Line 210: vXAwO(po')
Liddell-Scott-Jonesoverestimates the social status of this profession. A member of it,
clearly labeled, may be seen in action on the Megarian bowl, preserved in two copies,
most conveniently to be found in A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp. 86 ff.
Line 211: Aristokritos is a new name in Aphidna.
Line 213: P.A. 15452 must be some relation.
Line 214: The restoration seems unavoidable. I have not found the name
elsewhere.
Line 216: This is P.A. 10652, his second appearance in these documents (cf.
I.G., 112, 1569, lines 55-59). I have discussed his prominence in the 'twenties briefly
elsewhere (B.S.A., L, 1955, p. 35). He can hardly have been born much after 373.
Line 240: He is P.A. 15038, and was still alive in 303 (I.G., 112, 483, line 8).
Line 243: A possible clue to restoration is to be found in I.G., lJ2, 478, line 82
KKVvVEV'9, an ephebeof 305/4, who would presumablybe
[E]v],ovXos K-buo[o--line 15, is too distant in time to serve as a clue.
1755,
a grandson. I.G., JJ2,
Line 254: This is P.A. 14160, born not later than 377, but still active in the
'twenties.
Line 266: llpta6vOqis a new reading; cf. rlpEav6hlj (I.G., XII, 5, 609, line 290;
Keos).
Line 267: The grave stele of his grandfather who bears the same names belongs
to the beginning of the century (I.G., 112, 5565; photograph in 'ApX.AEXr.,1920-21,
p. 116).
Lines 328-330: The stone has A'NTI1KEN[HE1but neither the alteration nor
is doubtful. I have discussed this troublesome family at length elserestoration
the
where (B.S.A., L, 1955, pp. 21-22), and have attempted to simplify Kirchner's rather
complicated stemma (ad P.A. 1196) by identifying his Antiphates I and II and his
Antisthenes I, II, and III. The result would be that the elder Antisthenes, born
between 420 and 410, is last mentioned in 334/3 and is dead by 326/5 when the
Antisthenes of our inscription pays for half a new trireme as his heir. This would
definitely date our inscription as later than 334/3. If my surgery on the stemma is
thought too drastic, the only relevant conclusion that can be drawn from Kirchner's
stemma is that these sons are in control of the family property by 326/5.
Line 333: No certain restoration can be made, since there is duplication of this
name in the deme. I curtail discussion by referring to Kirchner's stemma (ad P.A.
12413), with which I agree. Nikostratos I had three sons: (1) Nikostratos III (P.A.
11025), who appears on a tessera iudicialis of, say, 360-340 (I.G., 112,1889; this and
II2, 1836 are in the Museum of the British School at Athens); (2) Menon (P.A.
10076), trierarch in 356/5; (3) Pythodoros (P.A. 12413), born 384/3, trierarch,
Amphiktyon at Delos 341/0, diaitetes 325/4. Pythodoros had a son, Nikostratos II
(P.A. 11026), who appears together with his father in another of these documents
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(I.G., JJ2, 1576, lines 9-12) and by himself on I.G., IJ2, 2408. This inscription is of
the Lykourgan period and has ten names from Oineis singled out at the top, followed
by the beginning of a catalogue of Oineis. Unless this document is quite unparalleled,
it is an ephebe-list, with the ephebic lochagoi singled out for special mention (see
Roussel, Rev. Arch., XVIII, 1941, pp. 222-226; Meritt, A.J.P., LXVI, 1945, pp. 234239; Pouilloux, La Forteresse de Rhamnonte, p. 107), and this makes good sense
about the ages of Nikostratos II and of Aischines' son, Atrometos, who also appears
in I.G., IJ2, 2408. The only difficultyabout this view is that there will have to be two
Aristophons of Phyle, and Pritchett's note on Aristophon (Hesperia, Suppl. VIII,
p. 277) will have to be emendedaccordingly. It seems quite clear that Nikostratos II
cannot be the successful boys' choregos of 331/0 (I.G., IJ2, 2318, line 334), for the
choregos must have been born before 371 (Aischines I, 11; Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 56;
B.S.A., L, 1955, p. 24), and was almost certainly Nikostratos III. In this state of
uncertainty, all we can say is that the restoration here will either be HvOoMpovand
the reference to Nikostratos II, or NtKOo-rpaTovand the reference to Nikostratos III.
Lines 335 ff.: The accepteddate for the birth of Misgolas (P.A. 10225) is 390.
I have tried to show elsewhere (Cl. Rev., N.S. VIII, 1958, p. 108) that the retention
of this date raises acute difficulties which resolve themselves into a choice between
abandoning the age-qualificationof thirty for the boule and emending Aischines, I, 49.
I chose the latter alternative, and suggested a birthdate for Misgolas and Aischines
ca. 398. In this inscription Misgolas and his brother still have part of their estate
undivided, but we know nothing of their father, and have no idea when he died. It
has been plausibly suggested that their grandfather was secretary of the tamiai in
403/2 (I.G., II2, 1370, line 5; J.H.S., LVIII, 1938, pp. 78-79).
Line 344: Tod read a-[re]xta-r'v, Lolling followed by Kirchner r[O]KLKW7r'V. I
by far its earliest appearance,but not, I think, surprising.
suggest r[E&]xtcrriv,
I defer comment on the date of the stele. We may however note the salient facts
about it as a wvhole.Face A seems to have contained about 125 entries, Face B about
140. Face A has only the formula with the slave's name in the nominative, Face B has
only the formula with the slave's name in the accusative. It seems reasonably certain
that Face A, with its more careful hand and the list planned to cover the whole face
of the stele, was inscribed first. Face B was carved at a different time or, at any
rate, by another hand.
There is more to be said about the group of documentsto which this stele belongs.
I begin with some revisions of their texts.
I.G., II2, 1553 seems certainly to have had three columns at least, with one more
to the left. Traces of the original back are preserved, but we cannot tell whether it
was opisthographic. All entries preserved have the dwro4vyoxvformula, as on Face A
of our stele. Line 4 should read locrtaq. The traces in line 45 do not appear to fit the
Corpus restoration.
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I.G., 112, 1560: The law which would make all so much clearer can only be slightly
.A..ITE.; line 4 H.IE... ot 8LKao-; line 7 V Ka' T0
improved. Line 3 should read av'Pa'uRa
rra4,uoLv
(oraGpo'vis of course neuter in Attic of this period, and what seems a parallel
to this phrase will be found in a new edition of I.G., 12, 333, which A. M. Woodward
and I are preparing); line 14 is apparently KIOA, and line 15 is a sigma, not an
epsilon. Kirchner was clearly right in suggesting o0]KiV in line 12, and therefore the
avo4vyczvformula was used on both sides of the stele, which are both in the same hand.
I.G., II2, 1561: The back is original, but uninscribed. The disposition of the
inscription closely resembles 1564-1565, but the stone is slightly thicker, and its marble
is different. Line 33 reads lIpoevov llvXa [yo'pov 'AXEp(8ov'Orov)],thereby confirming
Preuner's restoration. All we have is in the drobvyodv formula, and this also applies to
1562 and 1563 where I have no changes to make.
I.G., 12, 1564 and 1565 (E. M. 5302) are from the same stele, with 1565B
coming from the same side of the stele as 1564. The back of 1564 is original and
uninscribed, and it therefore should probably be placed below 1565. Again both
sides have the a'vo4vycovformula. It will be noted that the reverse (1565A) has at
least two columns, and this will also be true of the obverse.
I.G., IJ2, 1566 is another opisthographic stele, with at least two columns on the
obverse. Its most interesting feature is the sudden change at line 18 from the
airo4vyc'v formula to the other, with the citizen's name in the nominative. It is cut by
only one hand, but the change in formula is paralleledby a marked decline in neatness,
as if the lines after line 17 were cut later after the stele had been set up.
I.G., II2, 1567 and 1568 belong together and are from another opisthographic
stele; 1567 has an original back uninscribed, and is presumably lower on the stele
than 1568. 1568B has illegible traces of another column to the left. There were
therefore at least two columns on each side; again both are in the a'rovy6v formula.
The two sides of I.G., I12, 1569 are in different hands, but seem to have had the
same number of columns, at least four. They have only the arobvy(d'v formula. I
would prefer IlaX(X-qvEa)in line 47.
I.G., 112, 1570, opisthographic, but with nothing useful legible on the back, has
at least three columns of the drobvyw'v formula. Line 3 ends 'Ap,with an uninscribed
space; line 8 should read TaXvX(Xov) ; line 8a ]8qppov HvOo8o[pov] ep&a6tov. In line 34
there is no room for the restoration printed in the Corpus, and I read 'AvrTe7'J1V
I-a-----]
-] and compareP.A. 996-997.
'AvT[- I.G., 112, 1571 apparently goes with 1574, since it has a curious edge, sloping
inwards under the face, while 1574's edge slopes outwards. I cannot account for
this. J.G., II2, 1573, which I have not seen, probably belongs either to this stele or
formula is universal.
to 1575, to judge by its arrangement. Again the a'vofvycdyv
I.G., I12, 1572 also has the a&ro4vy6vformula. The profession in line 8 ends not
with eta, but with a certain nu, and I think the current restoration extremely doubtful.
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I.G., 12, 1575: I see no trace of line 1. In Column I, line 20, I read mra,in line 24
cp, in line 26 'qvco.In Column II, line 15 XtKpdr[ovq]. On Face B, line 38, I&XoKpdnr?7
7
4 [X and a new line 49
o.. ] .ito. v. I follow Gomme (Population of Athens,
p. 42, note 1) in doubting the association of Face B with the rest of our texts. Face A
has only the arobvyc6v formula.
I.G., JJ2, 1576 has a formula peculiar to itself, slave's name, profession and
deme, uiiE'vyE, master's name, and lacks all reference to the phialai. Inscribed on at
least two adjacent sides, it had at least three columns on the obverse. Line 12 has
[ll]vO08(6pov.In line 14 I doubt [x6fvo[1cT6X], for the first preserved letter appears
to be rather iota or tau. In line 23, I distrust 'Av6X[apo-t]v,and suspect a metic
'Avay j [... e] v Kv8a9 j [otKoVvra]j.
I.G., JJ2, 1577 is an unsatisfactory stone of mysterious arrangement. Line 3
appears to end OtK AQT[., line 6 raXaar&o[, and there are two unread lines, 8
AOXAXOY and 9 [r] aAa [o-to.
I.G., JJ2, 1578 must have had three columns to make room for the prescript.
Line 4 reads 'H/yEoparov;line 5 [, ] llat. It has been noted that Column I (really II)
has no reference to the phialai. On what grounds the Corpus restores references to
them in Column II I do not know. It seems fairly clear that Column II does not have
the iro4vya'vor a1rE'OVYE formula, and that the change had already started in the
previous column, for it seems unlikely that 'ApKa8a in line 8 in the accusative preceded
EVKT4r.CL in the nominative in the same entry.
We have now reduced the number of stelai to seventeen, and it is possible that
the number may have to be still further reduced, either because I have failed to notice
a possible association or because a change of hand or arrangement in the middle of
a stele may be concealing an association from us. In our present state of ignorance,
we cannot of course assert that each stele represents a year.
One important result of this reduction of stelai is that it now becomes much
clearer that the formula with the slave name in the accusative is distinctly rare. It now
appears only on the abnormal (since it lacks the phialai) I.G., 112,1578, the great stele
here republished,and on 1566. It will be noted that in the last two cases there is some
reason to assert that the entries using this formula are cut later.
Some rough stylistic grouping is possible. I am disposed to separate I.G., 112,
1576 and 1578, because they lack the phialai, and because, even apart from this, 1576
certainly, 1578 probably, has a different formula from the rest. It is tempting to
suggest that the reference to a o-,raOtu6v in the law of 1560 refers to the introduction
of the phialai. I.G., 112,1576 and 1578 will then be earlier than 1560, which should
certainly be the earliest of the rest, since it has what appears to be the law establishing
the institution. With 1560 we may perhaps group 1561, 1562, 1563 and 1564 + 1565,
since all these inset and isolate bataX-qv
o-raopov:H. Another stylistic grouping is
formed by 1571 + 1574, and 1575, as well as 1573, if this turns out to belong to a
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third stele. All these start a new entry by outsetting the first line. Otherwise there
is no very obvious grouping. Perhaps one would expect 1553 with its continuous lines
to be the latest.
Absolute dating of the whole group is hardly possible. Kirchner in the Editio
Minor places them all ca. 330, although his datings scattered through P.A. show
both earlier and much later dates. The only attempt at precise dating I know is that
of Diller, Race Mixture among the Greeks before Alexander, pp. 167-168, who
argues that, since the first large silver hydriai were made from the ba'XackEXEv0OEpUcai
in 321/0 '(I.G., If2, 1469, lines 3 if.), the institution of dedicating the phialai began at
this time. But this is clearly not cogent, since the individual phialai may have been
retained separately for some years in the treasury before the decision was taken to
melt them and make larger offerings from them. The point must, however, be borne
in mind, and we must add that there is evidence for another such hydria being made
in 313/2 (I.G., IH2,1480, lines 8-11; unpublishedrestorations).
Greater precision can be sought by a prosopographicalinvestigation of the lists.
The assumption that 1576 and 1578 are the earliest, because they lack the phialai,
gives some help. I.G., IF, 1576, lines 9-12, has Pythodoros and his son, Nikostratos II,
of Acharnai joining to free a family slave. It will be clear from our discussion of the
family (pp. 232-3) that there is no likelihood of Nikostratos being of age to do this
before the end of the 'thirties; unless I.G., II2, 2408, is the earliest known ephebe-list,
not until after 334. One cannot fix a lower limit; Pythodoros was alive until 324 at
least. But note ADTOKX9 Xatpiir7rovlfEevs (1576, lines 71 if.). Kirchnerseems to
have thought him the ephebe of 334/3. This is unsatisfactory, since his father X.A.II.
appears in the presumably later list 1567, line 14, and the Autokles of 1576 is more
likely to be the ephebe's grandfather. But since the ephebe's father Chairippos was
bouleutes in 335/4 (I.G., II2, 1700, lines 161-2) and was therefore born in 365 at
the latest, it would be undesirable to take the elder Autokles, and 1576 with him, too
far into the 'twenties.
For the inscriptions with phialai, practically all the useful evidence comes from
our large inscription. The crucial points on Face A are (1) line 507, of which what is
now the most likely interpretationwill point to a date later than 333; (2) lines 189 ff.
These last seem very strong evidence for a date later than Kirchner's. Three sons of
a Demon Phrearrhios join to free a slave. This almost certainly implies that their
father is dead, but a Demon Phrearrhios is alive in 323 or 322 (I.G., II2, 1632,
line 248). He could be a cousin, but we have no evidence to suggest a cousin's
existence. If the upper limit for Face A is 323, the lower limit cannot be much later.
We have on it men born in 389/8 (line 140), 380 or earlier (line 219), possibly even
before 397 (line 557), besides one man (line 548) who died and was buried before
the sumptuarylegislation of Demetrios in 317/6.
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Face B, which must be later, helps a little. The evidence of lines 328-330, on my
view, proves a date later than 334/3. If the Nikostratos of line 332 is Nikostratos II,
the date should be later than 325/4, when his father was still alive. Counterbalancing
evidence comes from lines 335 if., since, even if Misgolas was only 70 in 320, this is
still remarkablylate for him to be holding property in common with his brother. But
this is a difficulty on any view now possible. It certainly prevents us from taking
the inscription much lower than 320.
The evidence suggests therefore that the institution of the 4taA6aXseEXEVOEp&Kai
cannot be earlier than ca. 330, and strong, but not decisive, prosopographicalevidence
suggests a date at the end of the 'twenties for at least one of the lists. This fits well
with Diller's hypothesis.
I do not propose to discuss the legal problems of these lists at length. For the
commonest formula, slave's name-profession-domicile, aTro4vywv, master's name,
:H, we have the plausible theory of Tod and Bosanquet4 that we have
4ta6X,qvuraObuLov
to deal with a group of manumissions carried out by fictitious processes &lro-Tratov,
as described by Harpokration, s.v.,5 to which the compulsory dedication of a phiale
was added, by, I suggest, the law of I.G., 112, 1560, as a registration fee. I.G., 12,
1576 and Column I (really II) of 1578 will be the registration of similar actions
before the institution of the phiale.6
Difficulties really arise with the reverse formulae where the master's name is in
the nominative. Here it is easier to see the difficultiesin earlier theories than to suggest
anything plausible in their place. Wilamowitz, for example,7thought that the missing
participle was geEXo/uLEvOq
Evg EXEvOEptav, but the reverse formula appears in 1578,
where the heading clearly excludes any other suit but that known as a7TrocrrLo-ov, and
Wilamowitz made no attempt to show how the type of vindicatio he suggested fitted
aroo-raa-wov. Kahrstedt S has suggested that the reverse formula did not
into a 8t&K7)
indicate a difference in the type or result of a case, but merely that the master and
not the freedman paid for the phiale. This view, however, also clashes with the
evidence of 1578, where, although the phialai have been restored, there is no reason
to suppose their presence. Tod ' suggested that in these cases one should expect the
and suppose that the masters won their
logical opposite of ao,ovy6v, that is, EAXcv,
case, but the large number of such entries on the reverse of our great stele suggests
that here too some legal fiction leading to manumission is in question.
4B.S.A., VIII, 1901-2, pp. 197-202.
5 On the non-fictitious form of this action, see Gernet, Droit et Societe dans la Gretceancienne,
pp. 168-172.
8 Tod, op. cit., p. 198, note 2, attempted to explain the absence of the phialai from 1576 by
assuming that they were referred to in the heading, but in 1578 they are absent from the heading too.
"Hermes, XXII, 1887, p. 110, note 1 ==Kleine Schriften, V, i, p. 275, note 1.
8 Staatsgebiet tundStaatsangehirige in Athen, pp. 308-309.
b
loc. cit.
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The only possible, although perhaps not very probable, view that I can see is a
combinationof the views of Tod and Kahrstedt. We have seen some reason to believe
that Face B of our great stele and that part of 1566 where the reverse formula is
employed are later than the normal formula, and they may date from a time where
the legal responsibility for providing the phiale had been transferred to the master.
This would leave the cases of 1578, Column II, as genuine examples of a success by
a master in a &K &aroo-Tao-tov and the only cause for doubt which can be raised is that
the prescript of 1578 refers to one particular day, and that if the cases registered on it
were genuinely contested, the polemarchwould have had a full day.10
The truth of the matter is that our evidence is inadequate. Another fragment
of the law of I.G., 12, 1560 or another prescript would improve our position. At the
moment we cannot do more than guess at the legal procedure involved, and in the
absence of precise dates, speculation as to the political background of this large body
of inscriptions is quite unprofitable. I agree with, but cannot expand, the comment of
M. I. Finley," " The fact that all the evidence is crowded within a time span of two
decades or less suggests that the whole procedurewas not a normal one in Athens, but
was created to meet peculiar conditions of the moment."
DAVID M. LEWIS
CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD

10Besides the works referred to in the commentary to I.G., 112, 1553, I have found Kahrstedt,
op. cit., pp. 305-309, most helpful. I do not understand the views of Westermann, Journal of Near
Eastern Studies, V, 1946, pp. 94-99.
11Land and Credit in Ancient Athens, p. 291.
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